Abstract-This paper consists of a formal analysis and one solid solution to the knot finding problem given a source polyline and a parametric curve (e.g. circular arc, ellipse or biarc). We solve the problem using both a greedy algorithm to collect possible arc candidates and a simple algorithm to decide their combination. The rise of 3D printing technology has made it necessary to gain control over how we describe trajectories to our machines. The common method to define paths on 3D printers is describing complex trajectories with high-density polylines. This is computationally expensive and establishes a limit to the greatest accuracy for a given moving speed. This work provides an analysis and a method to fit those polylines with a near-optimal distribution of circular arcs and straight segments.
INTRODUCTION
C NC (Computer Numerical Control) machines are usually controlled using scripts made by consecutive instructions, indicating the machine how to displace the tool, which one to use, etc. The set of displacement related instructions usually includes the capacity of describing some parametric curves as circular arcs. Those are useful capacities because of its low processing impact.
However, those instructions are rarely used on CNC 3D printers. It is more common to approximate paths with high segment density polylines (see figure 1 ). This is due to the need for automatizing the process of -given an arbitrary 3D design-to obtain a set of consecutive instructions to print each layer of the shape. Those 3D designs are usually described by meshes of vertices in the 3D space.
The main drawback of describing the machining trajectory as consecutive straight segments resides on the limited computational power of most domestic 3D printers for moving data between memories and processing constant flux of information. This establishes a limit over the processed segments per unit of time and, as consequence, a limit on moving speed. It also greatly increases the machine vibrations due to micro-stops on the control flow. This problem is particularly notable on non-cartesian machine geometries (like delta geometry printers) due to the complex cinematic relations between extrusion head and motor movements, which have to be calculated for every instruction.
The purpose of this work is to develop a method for, given a polyline defined path, to obtain an approximation made by -both-straight segments and fitted parametric curves. We also optimize this resultant curve for 3D printing implementation. The problem can be split in two sub- problems: knot finding and curve fitting. First one is related to the optimization of arcs distribution over the solution spline, we use the term knot to refer the boundary vertices of those arcs (see figure 2) . The second sub-problem is the curve fitting itself. This last one has been largely discussed. For example, Milan K.Y and D.J. Walton approached the problem of using biarcs to reach G1 curve interpolation [3] but other authors have opted to just use circular arcs and ignore tangent preservation [5] [7] . The knot finding problem is the most challenging one in the search of an optimal and automated arc distribution over the solution. This topic has been previously discussed for the case of approximation with straight segments [8] [4] . Our formalism is independent of both the fitted curve and the fitting method. dynamic programming approach was also applied in some publications [5] [9] and evolutionary algorithms have been implemented seeking for optimal distributions [7] . Generalized optimal solutions have been published [9] . Our goal is to obtain an efficient description and solution of the problem for the case of consecutive points and one fitting curve. Our formalism uses sets of source dots to describe each arc domain, allowing a straightforward resolution of the problem and a fine-tuning of the requisites. It also allows us to propose further work on optimization in terms of the description we establish. In this article we propose: first, a mathematical description of the knot finding problem in the case of using both straight segments and parametric curves. Secondly, a selfdesigned algorithm to obtain a reasonably optimal solution in a reasonably low computational time. Finally, some technical details and requisites of the final solution (see figure  3 ) for the case of 3D printers will be discussed. The code designed and applied on this paper result's can be found at https://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/ 68439-polyline-approximation-with-arcs-and-segments
VERBAL DESCRIPTION.
The input for our resolution algorithm is a set of indexed dots as the one shown in the figure 1 is received. As output, it is expected to obtain a set of (also indexed) straight segments and approximated intervals. It is desirable to avoid collinear dots on the source polyline. It is trivial to remove them and it makes the implementation easier. In our implementation, we make use of circular arcs as approximating curve. Those provide good enough solutions for our final purpose.
Our objective is to find, in some input like the named example, the best possible valid distribution of circular arcs over our source polyline (e.g. see figure 3 ). In figure 1 the beginning of the trajectory and its end does not coincide, but a closed curve can be also computed. We only consider non-closed trajectories for the mathematical analysis since it would be too messy to describe formally.
We are focusing on the use of this algorithm for NC machine trajectory optimization, some optimization goals that appeal to this implementation are:
• Maximize the number of source dots approximated by arcs.
• Minimize the total number of arcs for the same approximation.
• In order to maximize the time interval between instructions (to avoid CPU overloading), to reduce length difference between consecutive arcs is also desirable.
Other control parameters may be added as input for better quality monitoring. Those parameters could be:
• Maximum distance between two consecutive dots approximated by same arc (D).
• Minimum dot quantity required on any approximation arc (R).
• Maximum collinear error allowed ( ).
The way we propose to search for a solution is: we should first find all the possible valid arcs. Then we must force some conditions in order to keep only the most relevant ones and, in the end, we analyse each intersection between arcs to decide how re-distribute them. Different steps are going to be described using supersets obeying more and more requisites. The formalism is developed to provide a mathematical structure.
FORMAL DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM AND SOLUTION.
While reading the description, assist yourself with figure 4. A mathematical description of input (source polyline), output (resulted approximation) and a procedure is developed. The description makes use of fittable intervals of the source. Merging obtained arcs with non approximated parts of the source is post-processing.
The main goal of this description is to establish a language to think and communicate effectively the terms of the problem and the requisites we apply in our solution.
Call Γ to the set of sorted dots introduced as input, then call I to the indexation set.
Wherex is the coordinate of a dot and N is the total number of dots given as input. we will refer to an arbitrary subset I a,b just as I.
Our procedure commences obtaining the superset of all fittable I so we can reduce it to a valid solution. We call this -non restrictive superset-M.
1 .
Where E[I] is the maximum error committed when fitting on I and ε is the maximum error allowed. The process of fitting an arc to a set of dots varies. For now, just call E[I] to the maximum collinear error committed when fitting {x i } i∈I with a certain method. We will discuss it further.
A fundamental property of the fitting is that any subset of a valid interval will also commit a valid fitting error. Taking apart the extra parameters, we could say that it also is in M.
Our perspective is to use this property in order to obtain a valid solution. We will do it obtaining M, applying some interesting requisites (the restricted set will be M) and reducing the product to a valid approximation K.
In this formalism, the knot finding algorithm is equal to the process M → M → K. Definitions for M, K and K are presented (in such order), followed by a procedure for obtaining M and then apply M → K.
1. Although I does not define spatial location but a location in the input index and would be incorrect to speak about spatial approximation of I, this is the way we'll referee to the approximation by an arc of
Where M i represents the ith element of M. The set condition establishes that no element M i is completely contained in any other subset M j because it wouldn't add useful information. It also discards any M i contained in the union of other two (M j ∪ M k ), because it is never going to be best option to maintain the contained subset than the two subsets containing it. Now we define first, the properties of a generalized solution superset K and then, the reachable solution superset K. In order to define K in an efficient way, we need to describe the interior of our intervals, this is, the subset without the dots at the borders 2 :
The last definitions establish the minimum conditions needed for K to be a valid solution: To be a set of subsets I ∈ M which intersections only happen at the boundaries -only the end and/or beginning of an arc is allowed to be the end/beginning of another-.
Have in mind that, since we get the solution from manipulating M and M is restricted, we can't achieve any possible solution but only the ones reachable from the information contained in M. For having a correct description of the available solutions, we should add the condition of been reachable by reducing components of M.
We call this set K. It has the properties of K but adds the just named condition.
With the last definition, we force K to be reachable by reducing (or not) every M i to a subset of itself.
2. It's understood that a discrete set has no borders, but let us define first and last dots as border. Figure b) : final and definitive solution described by K. The intersections are highlighted with squares. Can be seen in a) that there exist intersections which need to be solved with certain criteria in order to obtain in b). In our case, that criteria are the matching of the optimization points described in section 2.
Procedure to obtain M, (Γ → M).
As said, M contains all the information needed to reach any possible solution K. A technical implementation of Γ → M is quite simple. There is plenty of ways for obtaining M, in this sub-section we expose the method we have implemented, which we find quite efficient.
We should run across every dot of Γ and find the biggest valid arc starting in that dot, then store it. You should try to do this process while also checking the requisites named on the definition of M. There are two possible implementations: find the arcs and check their usefulness at the same time or do it after obtaining M. We decided to only discriminate -in the code below-sets contained in other sets and then also discriminate sets contained in the union of other two sets during the intersection finding.
Let's describe the valid sets using its starting points and their extension in the forward direction. I n,n+δn .
function Get {δ n } n∈I { δ 1 = 0; --> Inizialization. for n=1 to |I| { e=0; --> Inizialization. while e < ε and δ n < |I| { δ n + +; --> Add another dot.
--> If the set is big enough to be valid, check collinearity.
if |x n+δn −x n+δn−1 | > D; e=ε --> Check the distance with the just added dot. } if δ n + 1 ≥ R; δ n = δ n − 1 else δ n = 0 --> If after archiving the boundaries of the interval the size is big enough, keep it removing the just found incompatible dot. -->If it doesn't, remove the set. δ n+1 = δ n − 1; -->Last line is a optimization tweak: we directly make the algorithm check if the immediate consecutive arc set is large enough to overcome its predecessor. -->It allows the code to skip checking all along contained sets. -->This also means that we only have to initialize δ 1 = 0. } } Listing 1. Schematic of the code used on the construction of M.
Procedure to obtain K, (M → K).
In order to get K we have to take care of the intersections between members of M. The intersected parts needed to be solved are the ones between the interior content of the arcs (Arcs are allowed to intersect only at the borders). Those relevant intersections are described in the superset G.
The objective is to modify M until G = {∅}. One method could be e.g. completely removing all the internal intersections leaving no approximation there. This method is fast but won't provide an optimal or suboptimal solution. As said in section 2, we seek some optimization points to be balanced at the same time, let's write them down again in a mathematical manner and by priority order:
Minimize number of arcs
Minimize arc lenght difference ⇒ max[
Reaching the optimal solution that best fit with those conditions implies solving all G at the same time with an implicit implementation. This happens because every M i may be joining zero, one, or even two intersections (one at each side).
We have leaned towards a simpler solution, in which every intersection is solved independently taking care of the optimization locally. Solving the intersection means finding an agreement dot where the boundaries of the modified sets are going to coincide. It is trivial that this dot can only exist in the interval occupied by the intersection because we are only allowed to reduce each set to a subset of itself, in order to maintain its validity. The next diagram shows the algorithm flux we should apply to every intersection G n .
Remove smaller set.
Find optimal agreement dot
Modify M i and M j to make them match only at agreement dot.
T rue F alse
The first part of the algorithm consists in reasoning if do exist some interval inside the intersection where agreement is possible (possible means that resultant arcs are valid). If an agreement is possible, then we should decide, in such interval, which dot is the best for our optimization requisites. Every part of that diagram is going to be both described and solved. We need the following definitions to describe our particular way of solving every local intersection. We basically need to describe the size reduction on both members of the intersections (S i , S j ) and the maximum possible reduction for each member (S i max , S j max ).
M i * represents the modified ith set. 10a establishes that, for an intersection G i,j , we'll call M i to the biggest set implied. 10b establishes the maximum value that S i or S j could take. Calculate those is trivial, we just have to ask both solution sets to join the intersection while having their minimum valid size.
10c actually means if agreement is possible, and we call S i to the quantity of dots we subtract from the biggest set, the quantity of dots we subtract from the smaller set is S j = |G i,j | − S i − 1.
First, we should study the possibility of finding a solution to this re-accommodation. It may be impossible to reduce enough the sets without invalidating (figure 5). If one dot of G i,j is going to be the accordance point between the resultant sets, the sum of this dot plus the removed dots should equal |G i,j |.
Last statement implies that the sum of S j max , S i max and the agreement dot should be greater than the size of the intersection. The condition for existence of agreement is:
In the case of not existing possible agreement, our decision is to discard the tiniest set. If we have at least one agreement dot, we should decide which one to take. The agreement that we chase is the one that best fits with our optimization goals 9.
The condition 9c is going to be included searching for the agreement that minimizes |M i * | − |M j * | = f (S):
We should check for a minimum in that interval. The minimum can be at the boundaries or not. Since the function is crescent, we just have to check if it is positive at S i min . In conclusion for the optimization of the agreement, you should first decide if the minimum is at the boundaries and calculate it: Having solved the details of the algorithm this is the final flux diagram, which has to be applied for every intersection G i,j 3 . Note that the order in which the intersections are solved affects the final solution.
True, Minimize f(S).
F alse
T rue F alse
Searching for intersections.
The process of looking for intersections may become an important computational load. The way we do it is to evaluate all M from the biggest to the smaller and look for intersecting sets on their right. Having obtained M is equivalent to having obtained {δ n } n∈I described in section 3.1. This second concept is closer to the technical implementation and that's what will be used on the next commented schematic.
do { M i = I n,n+δn =FIND_BIGGER({δ n } n∈I\Solved ) --> We first search the biggest valid set of M discarding the already processed ones.
M j = I n ,n +δ n s.t. n ∈ M i : (n + δ n ) is max --> Now we have to find the valid set which starts in M i and reaches a further dot in the forward direction. -->Set to zero the rest of intersecting sets .
Listing 2. Schematic of the code used for finding the intersections.
The reason we only look for intersections on the forward direction on the evaluated M i is because it represents a low computational load to just check if some next arc starts from the interior of M i . After obtaining our solution superset K, the final trajectory can be obtained substituting on Γ the intervals of dots included in K by the correspondent arc.
DISCUSSION.
A mathematical description of the problem and a proposed solution has been performed. The description uses the indexation of the source dot to describe the domain of each arc. Although this restriction may affect the solution quality, it does the job with good results and much lower computational impact than working on the continuum. The reader should remember that typically, the inputs are high segment density polyline defined trajectories, so it makes no great difference to work using those discrete possible positions than working in a 2D continuum.
Post processing.
Post-processing of the arcs parameters can be attempted knowing that a valid collinear error is going to be reachable. Some aspects of the final solution can be taken in care here as, for example, ensuring continuity on the resultant curve or softening the accordance points between arcs.
Both aspects have been solved in different ways and exigence levels, some publications as [1] show different orders of interpolation for softening the accordances. We decided to just force the boundaries of consecutive arcs to match in a position given by the accordance point. A circular fitting method given ending and starting points is developed by Alexander Gribov [10] . Fig. 6 . Product of processing a gear-shaped polyline input. Detail of two consecutive arcs before post-processing and after post-processing. A big ε was used to exaggerate the effects on the accordance point.
As a fast solution, three-point fitting (using the middle point and the two at the boundaries) can provide good results if the collinear requisite is high enough.
Arc fitting. Error measurement.
In this attempt, we decide to use only circular arcs due to simplicity. The same process with no modification may work for a generalized ellipse, parabola, biarcs...etc. The fitting method we used is the Taubin's [12] . Another one like Kesa's [13] could be faster but implies more memory usage due to the matrix allocation. This makes the process slower because of the time it takes to administrate memory.
The way of measuring the error committed by an approximation with an arc on a set of points is discussed in every paper on this topic. Different methods have varied implications. We used as E[I] the maximum absolute difference between the arc radius and the distance from dot to centre. We employed this method due to simplicity since the work isn't focused on the calculation but the knot optimization of the resultant curve. A very important side effect can be distinguished in figure 7 and is the lack of any measurement of the shape fidelity. This is solved in the work of Eugene Bodansky and Alexander Gribov [11] , in which the monotony continuity of the source polyline is analysed by the algorithm.
Skewness effect of proposed intersection resolution model.
The procedure of finding and solving intersections only at the right of a certain M i starting from the biggest one implies some skewness. However, this tendency disappears when increasing the accuracy exigence, because the exact shape of the input becomes mandatory on the final solution shape. 
Open curves vs closed curves.
The set-based description offered in the last section is only fully consistent if our input is an open curve. The definition 8, for example, isn't valid if the input is a closed curve since it may happen that M i ∩ M j produce more than one simply connected interval I and M i ∩ M i = ∅ for the case of a circumference input with circumference arcs fitting.
However, at the technical implementation, this does not represent a problem since it's easy to generalise the algorithm for open and closed curves. This generalization is a great problem in the process of describing it in a formal set definition fashion but at the technical level can be solved with some tweaks like making your addition and subtraction operations travel between the last and first dots.
Continuity between consecutive layers.
If so much collinear error is allowed, it may affect to the continuity on the surface in the direction of the layer deposition. This emerges from the uncertain approximation that affects to every processed layer. This possible roughness on the deposition direction can be measured with the allowed collinear error. It has more effect than a simple roughness. It may affect to the adhesion of each new layer if the collinear error is bigger than the deposited filament, because parts of the new layer may fall where no material exists. A value between 0.05mm and 0.01mm should keep good approximations. Fig. 9 . Volumetric section of a simulation performed with MATLAB, all the layers of a vase figure were processed and piled together. The collinearity requisite was 0.05 mm, this was the minimum value which ensured soft evolution in the Z direction.
Comparison with other methods.
There exist faster methods and higher quality solution methods. Greedy methods [2] [1] produce faster solutions but with the cost of big losses on the available information to decide the final solution. Other methods like dynamic programming methods [9] [6] may find the optimal solution but those are harder to implement and take more time to reach a solution since they don't sacrifice information.
While the dynamic programming approach keeps all the information and the longest arc approach looks for the immediate valid solution, our algorithm stays in the middle using a greedy algorithm to collect arc candidates and them applying simple optimization to decide their boundaries. [7] for performance comparison. Solved with a collinearity equal to the 15% of the source inter-dot distance. They used an evolutionary process with a result of 26 arcs and 1.6 seconds of processing time. We reach the same accuracy with 5 arcs and 27µs of processing time. Fig. 11 . Sample processed. 109 arcs found, 5ms of processing time. The complex shape of this curve makes mandatory to use R = 4 to avoid abrupt arcs.
RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE.
High efficiency is mandatory if we want to integrate the method on an automated process for obtaining 3D printer instructions from a 3D design. The performance results obtained by us manifest, by far, good enough time processing marks for high accuracy solutions. The test was performed with a script running in MATLAB installed on an Asus G56JK laptop. No complex tweaks or heuristics were used. Further implementation of lower level languages may increase performance. A minimum range of 4 dots arc was imposed and a maximum inter-dot distance of 0.7 mm. On soft, organic curves (figure c), processing time and the number of solution arcs grow clearly in an exponential manner after a certain value. This is a common situation on 3D printed parts since they are usually designed with parametric CAD design software. On complex, spiky curves (figures a and b), the number of arcs grows mostly exponentially but with fixed steps and the processing time evolves in a less predictable fashion but mostly also exponentially.
CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK.
An efficient, simple and compact method for spline fitting has been developed. It is resistant to noisy inputs and always returns a solution. Keeping smaller tolerances the method always produce good quality results in shape, then it is implementable to a user-friendly software.
Although the method is fast and currently useful if the correct control is applied on the input parameters, it does sometimes fail in keeping the original polyline shape because of the lack of some shape geometry penalty on the error function. Developing an implementation of this measurement is intended for further analysis. A good approach to this idea is described in [11] .
Also, a dynamic collinearity detection of groups of dots can be performed analysing the parameters of the resultant arcs.
